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REGULAR AND SELF-SIMILAR SOLUTIONS. .
OF NONLINEAR SCHRGDINGER  EQUATIONS
By F. RIBAUD and A. YOUSSFI
ABSTRACT. - We study the Cauchy  problem for the nonlinear Schradinger  equations with nonlinear term Iz~/(‘II..
For some admissible cy  we show the existence of global solutions and we calculate the regularity of those
solutions. Also we give some necessary conditions and some sufficient conditions on initial data for the existence
of self-similar solutions. 0 Elsevier, Paris
1. Introduction
The aim of this paper consists in a detailed investigation for the problem of global
solutions of the nonlinear Schrijdinger  equations:
(NW
{
i&u + Au = -yIUl%,
u(O,x)  = f(x).
Here y E Iw,  a > 0, u = u(t, z) is a complex-valued function defined on [0, +m[  x iw’”  and
the initial data f is a complex valued function on R”.
Our goal is to prove the existence and the regularity of global self-similar solutions for
some admissible parameters a. Recall that ~(t,  z) is a self-similar solution of (NLS) if
IL  is a solution of (NLS) and u(t, z) = Xzu(X2t,  AZ) for all X > 0. For such solution it
is well known that u is of the form
for some W : Iw”  --+ C called the pr@ile  of the solution, and the initial data f is of the form
f(x) = y:
Xa
where 5’ = fi and R is defined on the unit sphere 9-l of R”. Therefore equation
(NLS) of U. can to be studied through a semilinear elliptic equation on W. However, this
semilinear elliptic equation is usually very complicated.
To our knowledge, the case of radially symmetric solutions is the only one which has
been studied (see [KW], [RX]) and this impose that the initial data is of the form:
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On the other hand, to prove by standard methods existence of solutions with initial data
of type (1) (see [CWl]), additional difficulties occur because those functions never belong
to Lebesgue or Sobolev spaces. This is why the two above methods cannot be used.
Using recent technics, we prove the existence of self-similar solutions of (NLS) not
necessarily radial-symmetric. Roughly speaking, for some admissible cy,  we solve (NLS)
in a family of non standard functional spaces which contain homogeneous functions like
in (1). We obtain new global existence results for the (NLS) equation with small initial
data which allows us to prove that there exists a large class of self-similar solutions.
More precisely, we give necessary condition and sufficient condition on Q to have such
solutions. Also, a local in time version of our results give a simple proof of the locally well
posedness of (NLS) in HS(IWn)  for super-critical values of s (i.e. .s  > s,.  = 5 - i). Our
results complete and improve the recent results of [CW2]  and [CW3]  where self-similar
solutions have been built with additional restrictions on (v  and 12.
Let us noted that such a method was recently used for Navier-Stokes equation [CP], for
nonlinear heat equations [BCG], [R] and for the nonlinear wave equations [RY].
This paper is organized as follows. First we define the admissibility of the parameter (Y
with its range of regularity I, and we introduce the spaces of resolution E,q  (s  E I,)  Then
in section 3 we state the main results. Section 4 is devoted to the proof of some nonlinear
estimates. In Section 5 we prove the global existence Theorem and related results.
In the sequel, C will denote a constant which may differ at each appearance, possibly
depending on the dimension or other parameters. As usual S = S(E%“)  denotes the
Schwartz’s space of test functions, S(IR~)  is its dual. For .f E S’. .p  denotes the Fourier
transform of f and for p 2 1 we set 11’ = -&.
2. Preliminaries
2.1. Function spaces
The spaces of solutions of (NLS)  that will be considered here are based on the
homogeneous Sobolev spaces. The usual way to define the homogeneous Sobolev space
I?,f  (R”) is the following. Let p and s such that 1 < p < fee, 0 < s < 5. Define y
by i = i - t and let (-a): the operator with symbol I</“.  Then I?; is the set of
all f E Lq(lw”) such that (-a) 8 f E LJ’.  Note that I$; is a Banach space of tempered
distributions equipped by the norm
Il.fllir, = ll(-w.flll~~~
Moreover, for all X > 0.
Ilfxllf.q  = ~s-“llfllti,.
where fx(~) = f(xrc).  The second way to define fi; makes use of the Fourier-analytic
approach which will be of great interest for us.
Let $ E S be such that 4 is supported by the set {k 5 111 5 2) and
(4) c ?&aq>  = 1 for [ # 0.
iEZ
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Define cp by
(:,I $q<) = 1 - c 4(2-Q).
j21
We denote by Aj and S’.j the convolution operators whose symbols are respectively
$(2-j<)  and $(2-j[). Then the homogeneous Sobolev space fi; is also the space of all
f E Lq(Iw”) such that
and (6) defines a norm on fi; which is equivalent to the norm (2). Such definition is
the so-called realization of homogeneous Sobolev spaces [B]. Recall that for s > 0,
1 < p < +m,  the nonhomogeneous Sobolev space H;f (without dot) is given by
H; = Lpnfis.
P
It remains clear that this definition of homogeneous spaces guarantees (3). Also we have
the following Littlewood-Paley decomposition ([B], [SY]), for f E k; and k: E Z,
(7) f = limm++m  c ‘h(f)  = xAj(f)>
j=-WI jErn
(convergence in 9).  Such decompositions will play an important role in the investigation
of nonlinear estimates.
We return now to the equation (NLS). As mentioned above, we shall say that u is a
self-similar solution of (NLS) if IL satisfies (NLS) and
(9) VA > 0 ) lL(t, x) = ux(t, x) = Xh(X2t,  AZ) .
Therefore the space E of the solutions must satisfies
(10) IMIE  = IbIE>
for all u E E and for all X > 0.
On the other hand, it will be convenient that E allows to measure the Sobolev-regularity
and the time decay of the solutions. To do so, let s,  p,  and 0 > 0 such that 0 5 s < p,
2 5 ?, < +no. Let E, be the space of all Bochner measurable functions u : 10, +oc[ -+ H;
such that
(11) II&,  = ~~gW~&;  < +cc  .
By means of (3) and (10) we obtain the relation:
(12) 8=;(;-;is).
Other relations will be given in the next subsection and it will be explained that E,?
depends only on the parameters Q and s.
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2.2. Admissibility of CI: and range of regularity
In practice we solve (NLS)  through the integral equation
I
t
(1% ‘IL = s(t)f - %y qt - T)(~u(T)ylL(T))d7,. 0
where S(t) is the unitary group cifA given by the linear Schrodinger equation.
The proofs of our results are based on the fixed point Theorem applied to (IN) in the
space E,?  for suitable values of s.  Concerning the Schrodinger group, we will only use
the well known LP’ - LJ’ estimate:
In view of (13) it is then natural to study the mapping properties of the nonlinear operator
II,  ---f  IILI”U  from fi; into hi,. In Section 4 below we prove the following nonlinear
estimate: for o > 1,
(14) II  lfl”f - 1.9/“.(/1)x;,  5 wf - sllir,[llflI’;i;  + Il5lly~
where p is given by
(15) p =
n(a  + 2)
fY.s  + 11
and s satisfies
(16) if 0 $ 2N.
(17)
71
O<s< - ifoE2N.
P
This special value of p appears already in [CWI]  for the study of (NLS)  in HS(Wn) = Hi.
By virtue of (3) such value is the unique one for which (14) holds. When cy 4 2I%  the
restriction s < (Y comes from the lack of smoothness for the function XJ -+ IIC/“.‘~:  at 0.
Such a restriction seems to be natural when one tries to establish nonlinear estimates of
type (14) ([CWll, [W, EN, WI).
On the other hand, in order to apply the contraction principle to (IN) in E,9  (see the
proof of Theorem 1) we need to impose that
(18) I~(Q + 1) < 1 and
Regarding (18),  in view of (12) and (15),  we obtain then a second restriction on s,
(19)
11 (1  + 2 rl, o! + 2
smin = - - - s s = - -
2
< < max
0 2 n(cr 1)+
We are now able to define the admissible Q and its corresponding range I, of regularity.
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DEFINITION.
1) If Q < 1, I, = (0) fl l%n, %mz[.
2) If a > 1 and Q: $ 2N, 1, = ]Smin,SmaJ  n [O,a[.
3) Zf N 2 1 and a E 2N, I, = ]s,in,  s,,,J n [0, +oc[.
DEFINITION. - We will say that Q is admissible if  I, is not empty.
In the following proposition, we characterize the admissible parameters a.
PROPOSITION 1. - Let cxo be the non negative root of the equation
PO> Q(x) = nx2 + x(n - 2) - 4 = o
and let a+ be the largest non negative root of the equation
(21) P(x) = 2x2 +x(2 - n) + 4 = 0.
1) Zf  cr E 2N or n 5 6, Q is admissible if  and only if  Q > ~0.
2 ) For the case n = 7 and QI  f  2N, Q is admissible if  and only if
4(YE Qo,g n [1,+00[.1 [
3 ) For a 4 2N and n > 8, Q is admissible if and only if
Proof. - First we assume that (L 2 1. In view of our definitions, it is then necessary
that s,,, > 0 which is equivalent to LYO  < (u  where 00 is the non negative root of the
equation Q(X) = 0. Also, as mentioned above, for a $ 2N nonlinear inequalities of type
(14) required that s,i, < a which is equivalent to P(a) > 0. When TZ 5 7, one can
check that P(a) > 0 for all a. However, for n > 8, P(a) has two non negative roots
cl- and Q+ such that
4
a0 < ~n - 2
< a- < 1-c  a+ < 5.
In particular, if n 2 8 we are led to suppose that Q > a+.
Next we consider the case cy < 1. In the same manner than previously, we must have
s,,,  > 0 which is equivalent to a > oo. Note that for n = 1,2,  and 3 we have o. 2 1.
Hence it is enough to consider the case TZ 2 4. But for a < 1 and s > 0, nonlinear
estimates (14) fail. However, (14) remains true for s = 0. So, we solve (NM’) in E, for
the special value s = 0 (i.e. in weighted in time Lebesgue spaces). In particular we need
to impose that 0 E 1, which is equivalent to N < 5.
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3. Statements of the main results
Throughout this section, for admissible iy and s E I(>, we consider the space E, defined
by (11) where p and 0 are fixed as above by
P=
n(o  + 2)
(Ys + n
and f?=i(a-F+~).
Our first result states the existence of global solutions for all initial data .f such that
ua(t,~)  = (S(t)f)(:r)  belongs to E, with small norm.
THEOREM 1. - Let Q admissible, s E I,, and set u~~(t,:r)  = [S(t)f](z:).  There exists
E > 0 such that if
then there exists a unique solution u(t, :z) E E, of (NLS) with IjuIIE,  < 2~.
REMARK 1. - Theorem 1 contained the results of the recent works of T. Cazenave and
F. Weissler ([CW2]  and [CW3])  for which only the cases s = 0 and s = 1 are considered.
REMARK 2. - One can easily obtain a local version of Theorem 1 as follows. Let T > 0
and consider f such that
Then there exists u(t, X) a unique local solution to (NLS) which belongs to E,5,T  the set
of tempered distributions v(t,  X) such that
Theorem 1 raises the problem of the characterization of initial data f for which
uu(t,~)  = (S(t)f)(~)  belongs to E,. Our considerations will be restricted to two cases.
First we study the homogeneous initial data f (Theorem 2) and next we will consider the
case when f E H’ (see Remark 6 below).
The following Theorem gives sufficient condition and necessary condition on j for which
ua E E,. This conditions will be based on the operator Aa (see subsection 2.1) defined by
&(f) = y’l* f.
THEOREM 2. - Let f  be a homogeneous distribution such that (1) holds.
1) y’ [S(t)f](z)  E E, then A,f E LJ’.
2) If Aaf E LP’ then [S(t)f(~)  E E,.
From Theorems 1 and 2, we deduce the following result about the existence of self-similar
solutions for (NLS) equations.
THEOREM 3. - Let a admissible and 0 E Gn(,!F1).  Set
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and uo(t,z)  = (S(t)f)(z).  Then
In particular, there exists E > 0 such that if
then there exists a unique global self-similar solution of (NLS) with f as initial data.
REMARK 3. - Related to the study of blow-up phenomenon, there exists previous works
on self-similar solutions for the pseudoconformal (NLS)  equations (see [KW] and [RX]).
Those works are based on the study of the semilinear elliptic equation satisfied by the
projile W but only for the case of radially symmetric solutions. In Theorem 3 there is no
any radial symmetric assumptions on the solutions.
REMARK 4. - Theorem 3 proves the existence of no necessarily radial-symmetric self-
similar solutions for a larger range of nonlinearity than previously known. Recently in
[CW2]  and [CW3]  self-similar solutions of (NLS) have been built in the following cases :
- for a > o0 when 7b  = 1.2,3,4.
- for N E Icy”. -&[ if n = 5,6.
- for o E](Yo,  $U[l, $[ if n = 7.
- for Q E]no> A[ if n > 8.
This above results are all included in Theorem 3. More precisely we obtain existence
of self-similar solutions of (NLS):
- for a > o0 when n.  = 1,2,3,4,5,6.
- for LY E ]a”, t[ U [l,+co[  in the special case ‘n  = 7.
- for o E loa, A[ U ]a+, +co[  if 72 2 8.
When Q > 1, Theorem 3 also prove that, for t > 0, the self-similar solutions of (NLS)
are in ir; for all s E 1;,.
REMARK 5. - Also, in [CW2]  and [CW3]  the existence of self-similar solutions have
been proved for homogeneous initial data f of the form
where Pk  is an homogeneous polynomial of degree k.  Again Theorem 3 allows to consider
a large scale of homogeneous functions than in the above cases.
REMARK 6. - Now, we consider initial data f in H”. We assume again that Q is admissible
and satisfies the following addionnal condition:
((2,  is the so called H1 critical value). Let f E H”(W)  where:
(22)
n 2
<s > s, = - - -.
2 c-k
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Thanks to Sobolev embedding, one can check that there always exists s E I,, such that
H” c I?;.  So, for 0 < t < T we have
First, choosing T small enough, it follows that ]]S(t)f]]E,,  5 E and, from the local version
of Theorem 1 there exists a unique solution IL E E,9  of (NLS)  with ,f as initial data.
Next using the results of [CWl], there exists T’ > 0 and a solution UI  E C([O,T’[.  H”)
of (NLS)  with f as initial data. Again by the embedding H” c fi;, it remains clear that
w E Es,TfJ  (T” > 0). Now, uniqueness now prove that II, = ‘ui on [0, ,mi7j,(T,  T’. T”)[.
Thus our “weak” solutions are in fact some “classical” solutions of (NLS).
4. Nonlinear inequalities
Our purpose in this section is to prove nonlinear inequalities of type (14).
PROPOSITION 2. - Let (Y  > 0, s E  I, and let
It holds
p =
1L(  (Y  + 2)
as  + 71,
(24) II Ifl”fllfi;, 2 “Ilfll;;l!
(25) II Ifl”f - MWk;,  I faf - sllir,~llsll~,  + ll!ll~,l.
To prove Proposition 2 we will use the two following Lemmas. The first Lemma is
expressed by the following result of Runst and Sickel [RS] (Theorem 5-4-3/l (ii), p. 363-
364) for the nonhomogeneous Sobolev spaces. There are no difficulties to overtake this
result to the homogeneous situation.
LEMMAI.-~et~>O,~>Oandl<r<~~~chthat
simin(~,n+l)  a n d  (o+l)(z--s) 571.
Dejine i;  b y
t = s + (a!  +‘li,(;  - s)’
a) Then, for all f E  fi,“(lR”)  we have:
(26) II Ifl”fll~~  F cllfllg.
a n d
(27) II Ifla+lllri;  F cllfllg’.
b) Furthermore, if (Y  is an even integer (respectively an odd integer) then (26)
(respectively (27)) holds without the restriction s < CY  + 1.
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As mentioned above the restriction s < CY + 1 comes from the lack of smoothness of
z -+ 1~1~~  at 0. The restriction (a+l)( f -s) 5 n guarantee that ]u]% belongs to the space
of distributions S’. Indeed, Sobolev embedding guarantees that u E L” for some z 2 cr  + 1.
The second Lemma deals with product of functions in Sobolev spaces. It will be used
in the proof of (25).
LEMMA 2. - Let 1 < PO, pl,pz  < +CC  and let 0 5  s <  E  such that
(28)
T h e n
(29) IlfsllI+,  5 cllfllh;, ll&I;2~
Proof. - First note that for s = 0, (29) is just the Holder’s inequality. Hence we only
consider the case s > 0. Before proving this result let us recall a supplement about Sobolev
spaces (see for example [Ma] about nonhomogeneous situation). For s > 0 and R > 0,
there exists C > 0 such that
holds for any sequence {fj}jEz of functions such that fj is supported in the ball
Bi  = {ItI 5  R 2j).
On the other hand, using (7) and (8) there are no difficulties to decompose the product
fg ( f E I?;;,  g E Ii;;) as follows
fg = ~l(.fld  + nzkY>  f).
where
and
We only prove the estimate for Iii (f, g). The estimate for IIz(g,  f) is similar.
Since the Fourier transform of A,(f)S, (g) is supported in the ball Bj  = B(0,  2j+2),
it follows by (30) that:
Now recall that Sj (g) = ‘pj * g where ‘pj (x)  = 2njp(2j~).  Then one can prove that
lSj(d(4  L C~hI)(~:)l
for all j E Z and all z E W” and where M(g)  is the Hardy-Littlewood maximal function
(see [St] p.62-64).
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Because of (28) our condition 0 < s < 2 guarantees that k = & + &, where
0 < k = k - $ < 1. Hence by Holder’s inequality we have:
To complete the proof we use the boundedness of g -+ M(g) on LTz  and the Sobolev
embedding &, L+ Lr2.
Proof of Proposition 2. - In fact (24) is a direct application of (26) with r = p and
t = p’. Indeed for s E 1, recall that s < min (z, cr+ 1) and by (15)
(31)
#=  %s+(a+,(;+
Moreover, the restriction
(cy+1)  r-s 572
( >P
is, again by (15),  equivalent to
(a + l)(n - 2s)
cus2
In
which is always satisfied.
Now we prove (25) and we will only consider the case when f, g are real valued functions.
There are no difficulties to generalize this particular case to the complex valued one.
Because of Q: > 0,
laya - Ibl”b = (a + l)(e - b)
s
l It(a - b) + bl”&
0
holds for all a, b E W.  Hence in our situation we have:
Ifl”f - lsILys  = (a + l)(f - 9)  ,j)-’ IW - 9)  + gl”dt.
Let n
P 2  =
s+o!  i-s
( >
>
it is easy to see that s + 9 = 5 + $ and s < &. Since Q is admissible and s E I,,
we obtain:
s<ST
P P’
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Applying Lemma 2, we obtain that
(32) II  Ifl”f - lsl”~lla;, F c Ilf - slla;IlwdJNl~& >
where G(f,  g) = &i It(f - g) + gl”dt.
Now recall that 0 < s < t, s < (Y and
(i-g gn+l)(;-r)  5%
Lemma 1 applied to G(f,  g) prove that
(33) IIWdlfi;,  L c(llfll:,  + Ml;;,.
Finally (25) follows from (32) and (33).
5. Proofs of the main results
5.1. Proof of Theorem 1
We shall make use the fixed point Theorem to solve the  integral equation (IN):
J
tu = L(u) = s(t)f - iy qt - T)( IUlaU)(T,  .)d7-.
0
Let Q admissible and s E 1,. We solve (IN) in a small ball of E,. First by virtue of
the estimate (13) we have
m44(4 .)lla; I wwlla~ + IYI  te J t0 IIS@ - 7)lul*Ullf@-
5 IbOIIE,  +Cte J0t It - Tl-“(q  J?pJ(T, .)(Qh.
Hence from Proposition 2 it follows
PllL(u>(t,  .)IIa; 5 E + ct* Jot It - Tl-~('-t)llu(r, .)llgdr
5 E + c11?&y  te J0t It _ .l-9(1-a)l,l-e(~+l)d,
F E + CIIaE,a+1 p~(l-$).-ect
Because of (12) and (15) we have 1 - F 1 - j$( > - 6%~ = 0, it follows that
mw(4 Jllq 5 E + cI141~~1.
Therefore we have
II-wII~~  5 E + w4”,+‘~Q
Choose E 5 ( lczk+ll)$ and let B, = {U E E,,  ll~l[E  5 a&},  then L(B,)  c B,.
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Next as above, by using (25) instead of (24) we derive
~~~21,I%(7.  .) - pu~~~u(7,  .&,, 5
q+: .I - 47. .)ll,[ll4~.  .,lI&  i- ll?d~,  .~II#,l.
so that
IIpzLyu(7~  .) - I’uI%(7,  .)llfi\ 5 c7-“(“+‘)Il?L - ,UlIE,[IIUII$, + ~~~~~~~gJ
P’
Assume that ]]u]]E,~  < 2 E and ]]u]]~,,  < 2~.  The same reasoning as above gives that:
II-w4  - L(~I)llE.,  5 CE “+lllTL  - ‘UIIE,  < ;I\,,  - ‘u\\E, 1
for E small enough.
This implies that L is a contraction map from B, into B,. Thus, for all admissible N
and for all s E I,,  there exists a unique solution u E E,s  of (NLS) with ]]u]]E, < 2~.
5.2. Proof of Theorem 2
First observe that
‘?lo(t.2)  = t-+[s(l)f](;):
it follows
Pllu”(t.  .)IIq  = I”-~-“+~lls(l)f/li,,.
Since
&Ls+“=(),
ck P
we obtain the following Lemma
LEMMA 3. - Suppose that (1) holds. Then uo(t., :c) = [S(t)f](z)  E E,s  if  and only if
S(l)f E fi;.
To prove the first part of Theorem 2, we only use that S(l)f E ai. Let h, E S be such
that i is supported by {E,  i 5 ]<I  2 4) and i(E)  = 1 for $ 5 ]c]  2 2. Then we have
f/J = (S(l)$)  * (S(-1)h).
Since S(-l)h E S(P),  we get
Il~o(f)ll~~ L Il~~-~~~ll~ll~o~~~~~~~ll~~  I WWfla;
which prove part 1) of Theorem 2.
To prove the second part, by means of Lemma 3 it will be sufficient to prove that
F = S(l)f E k;. We will prove that F E sb” (Besov space) which is better than
what we want. Indeed,
(34) Il~llg;  5 llFllq1  = ~2j~sllAj(f)ll~~.
jEZ
To do so, we prove the following estimate
IIFIIB;J 5 Wh~(f>llp~~
Set @ = S( l)cp and fl = (1 - cp)  * f (where ‘p  is given by (5)). We decompose F as follows
F=Fl+Fz,
where Fl = S(l)(fl) and F2 = @ * f.
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(i) Estimate of Fl
Since $1 is supported in the set {</I<1  > I},  it follows that Aj(Fl)  = 0 for j < -1.
For j > 0, we observe that:
and
Il4Cfdllp~  5 WW)llx+
Moreover, condition (1) implies
IIAj(f)llp,  = 2’(+ IIA,(f)lI,~.
Therefore
~2”ilIAj(F,)III,  5 CC2’(“+“-“)llAo(f)llr.~/.
i?J j>O
Since s + $ - 3 < 0 (here we use s < s,,,)  it follows
IIWa;  5 ~llAo(f)ll,~~
(ii) Estimate of Fz
In this case Aj(F2)  = 0 for j 2 2 because kz is supported in the ball {I /I</ 5 2).
For j 5 1, one can write
Aj(F2)  = A,(f) * Aj(@):
2
where ni = c A,+,.  Young’s inequalities gives
Moreover, observe that Il&j((p)llL1  = Cll+lli and from (1) we have
a#)(~) = 2j+Ao(f)(2jz).
Hence
~2j”llAi(F2)llLp  2 C(lA,(f)ll,,  c 2j(“+53.
i<l i11
Finally note that s + 2 - F > 0 (here we use s > s,,,)  and therefore
~~‘“IIA~(F~)IILP  I CllAo(fNl~~.
i11
Now recall that p’ 5 p, it follows by Bernstein’s inequality that
Il~0cfIlL~  L ww)llLP~
which complete the proof.
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5.3. Proof of Theorem 3
5.3.1.  Part 1)
Thanks to Theorem 2, it is enough to prove that A,(f) E LP’.  We will need the
following Lemma (see our previous paper [RY] on self-similar solutions for the nonlinear
wave equation).
LEMMA  4. - Let 62 E Ck’(S+‘),  k 2 0 and let
where 0 < d < n. Then,
p”(f)(x)l  5 Cllb2llcr  (1 + IL?l)-“-“.
Consider now f such as in ( 1). From Lemma 4, if 0 belongs to C’(S”-I) where Ic
satisfying
(35) p’ x:  + ?? > 71,( >o!
then I&,(f)1  E LP’.  Because p’ > 1. it is enough to take k = n.
5.3.2. Part 2)
First by Part 1) we obtain that
where ~u(t,  z) = S(t)f)(z).  By virtue of Theorem 1 there exists a unique solution u(t, 2;)
of (NLS) with f as initial data. On the other hand, UA is also a solution of (NLS) and
u~(0,  X) = ~(0,  a~)  by (1). Thus by uniqueness, we obtain that UA = u for all X > 0.
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